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Abstract. Fine-grained sentiment transfer demands to edit an input
sentence on a given sentiment intensity while preserving its content,
which largely extends traditional binary sentiment transfer. Previous
works on sentiment transfer usually attempt to learn latent content
representation disentangled from sentiment. However, it is difficult
to completely separate these two factors and it is also not necessary.
In this paper, we propose a novel model that learns the latent rep-
resentation without disentanglement and leverages sentiment inten-
sity as input to decoder for fine-grained sentiment control. Moreover,
aligned sentences with the same content but different sentiment in-
tensities are usually unavailable. Due to the lack of parallel data, we
construct pseudo-parallel sentences (i.e, sentences with similar con-
tent but different intensities) to relieve the burden of our model. In
specific, motivated by the fact that the sentiment word (e.g., “deli-
cious”) has a close relationship with the non-sentiment context word
(e.g., “food”), we use dependency parsing to capture the dependency
relationship. The pseudo-parallel sentences are produced by replac-
ing the sentiment word with a new one according to the specific
context word. Besides, the difference between pseudo-parallel sen-
tences and generated sentences and other constraints are utilized to
guide the model precisely revising sentiment. Experiments on the
Yelp dataset show that our method substantially improves the degree
of content preservation and sentiment accuracy and achieves state-
of-the-art performance.

1 Introduction

Text sentiment transfer is a common but difficult style transfer task in
Natural Language Processing (NLP). The goal of sentiment transfer
is to change the sentiment of a sentence to the opposite while preserv-
ing its semantic meaning. Sentiment transfer has obtained board ap-
plications in NLP, such as letter and review rewriting [20, 22], which
attracts the attention of large numbers of researchers.

Previous works [33, 14] of sentiment transfer mainly focus on bi-
nary sentiment (positive and negative) transfer. In this paper, we set
our task on more general scenarios that revise sentences on a given
sentiment intensity value ranging from 1 to 5 for fine-grained trans-
fer, here the intensity 1 to 5 corresponds to strong negative, weak
negative, neutral, weak positive, and strong positive. For example,
given the input sentence “the food was totally fine” with the senti-
ment intensity “4”, an output “the food was enough” may be desired
to generate on the target sentiment “3” and “the food was forget-
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table” on the target sentiment “2”. Besides, an output sentence “the
food was totally wonderful” on the target sentiment “5” expresses
stronger positive intensity and “the food was totally terrible” on the
target sentiment “1” has stronger negative intensity. The task of fine-
grained text sentiment transfer aims at modifying an input sentence to
satisfy a target sentiment intensity while keeping the original content.
However, there are some limitations to this task and several problems
in previous methods. First of all, there are no natural parallel data,
hence we can not use a supervised way to train the transfer model.
Second, previous works like [16] attempt to disentangle a sentence
into the content part and the sentiment part, but it is difficult to com-
pletely separate them because these two parts are mixed together in
a complicated way. It usually leads to the semantic meaning of the
original sentence and its corresponding generated sentence quite dif-
ferent.

In this paper, we propose an approach for editing sentences which
contains two parts: transfer module and pseudo-parallel module. In
the transfer module, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) based encoder-
decoder architecture [2] is employed to revise sentences. The encoder
encodes each input sentence into a latent representation without dis-
entanglement, while the decoder generates sentences under the con-
trol of sentiment intensity values. We also use a classifier to predict
the sentiment value of the generated sentence. The error between the
sentiment value of the generated sentence and the target value pro-
vides a signal to train the decoder. Due to the lack of parallel data,
pseudo-parallel sentences are introduced in the pseudo-parallel mod-
ule to guide the transfer module to generate sentences on a given sen-
timent intensity value. In specific, the pseudo-parallel module con-
sists of two parts: dependency parsing and pseudo-parallel produc-
tion. Pseudo-parallel sentences are pairs of sentences with similar
content but different sentiment values. The key issue of producing
pseudo-parallel sentences is to accurately find the sentiment informa-
tion of a source sentence and change it to satisfy the target sentiment.
As observed that the sentiment word “delicious” is suitable to de-
scribe “food” instead of “staff”, and different sentiment words have
different sentiment intensity (e.g., “delicious” has a stronger positive
sentiment than “ok”, “terrible” has a stronger negative sentiment than
“so-so”). In the dependency parsing part, we first extract sentiment
words of a sentence and then leverage dependency parsing to find the
non-sentiment context word that has a specific dependency with the
sentiment word. Subsequently, during pseudo-parallel production, all
the sentiment words describe the same context word are evaluated by
a scorer function and the most appropriate sentiment word is selected
to replace the original one, thus we can obtain the pseudo-parallel
sentence on a target sentiment. Finally, the reference loss between
the generated sentence and pseudo-parallel sentence combined with
other constraints such as reconstruction loss is utilized to enhance the
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ability of our model to modify sentences.
We compare our method with state-of-the-art approaches on the

dataset of Yelp reviews. Automatic metrics and human metrics of
experiment results show the efficacy of our model.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as the following
three points:

1. We propose a novel framework with the combination of a clas-
sifier and sentiment controls to modify a sentence, in which the
sentiment is not disentangled from sentence.

2. To our best knowledge, this paper is the first work that introduces
dependency parsing to the sentiment transfer task. Dependency
parsing is used to find context words related to sentiment words
and produce pseudo-parallel sentences which provide a signal to
the model when revising sentences.

3. Experiment results of automatic evaluation and human evaluation
show that our model outperforms state-of-the-art methods on both
content preservation and sentiment accuracy.

2 Related Work

Recently, deep learning obtains significant results in various com-
puter vision and natural language processing tasks [36, 23]. The
style transfer on computer vision has also achieved exciting perfor-
mance [9, 27, 35, 15, 12], which inspires researchers to propose the
task of style transfer on natural language text. After a surge of re-
searches on this task, text style transfer has obtained significant re-
sults [20, 22, 4, 10, 6, 3, 28, 29, 25]. Current methods of text style
transfer mainly focus on revising polarity attributes (e.g., sentiment,
writing style, gender, etc.) of text to the opposite while preserving
attribute-independent content.

Due to the lack of parallel sentences in training time, an unsu-
pervised way was used on existing methods. Some methods follow
the adversarial idea of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [7]
that optimizes decoder/generator and discriminator/classifier in cy-
cle. Yang et al. [31] use a language model as the discriminator to
provide richer and more stable feedback to guide the Variational Au-
toencoders (VAEs) [13] generating sentences. Fu et al. [5] propose
two text style transfer models that employ adversarial training. The
encoders of both models extract the content of a sentence under the
direction of the classifier, but the first model utilizes a seq2seq [26]
with two decoders on different styles, the second model just has one
decoder with style embedding. Zhao et al. [34] employ the extension
model of adversarial autoencoder (AAE) [18] to generate sentences
and apply it to style transfer. Hu et al. [8] combine the VAEs and at-
tribute discriminators to efficiently generate semantic representations
with the wake-sleep algorithm. John et al. [11] disentangle style and
content latent representations under the multi-task loss and the ad-
versarial loss.

Another line of methods does not implement the adversarial idea.
Li et al. [14] obtain the content of a sentence by deleting its senti-
ment words, and retrieve similar context from the target style cor-
pus to extract the sentiment information, then combine them into the
neural network. Zhang et al. [32] leverage shared encoder-decoder
model to learn the public attributes (semantic) of all instances, and
private encoder-decoder model to learn the specific characteristics of
the corresponding attribute corpus. Xu et al. [30] propose a cycled re-
inforcement learning model which includes the neutralization mod-
ule and emotionalization module. The neutralization module learns
disentangled representations and the emotionalization module adds
sentiment to neutralize semantic content.

In contrast, we consider more general scenarios that edit sen-
tences on different sentiment intensity values for fine-grained trans-
fer. There are few works of fine-grained sentiment transfer. Liao et al.
[16] propose to learn disentangled content factor and sentiment factor
by two separate encoders based on VAE, and then modify the content
under the target sentiment. To better disentanglement, they model the
content similarity and the sentiment differences of pseudo-parallel
sentences. Luo et al. [17] propose a Seq2SentiSeq model combined
with the sentiment intensity value and use cycle reinforcement learn-
ing method to train the model. Different from them, we employ an
autoencoder with sentiment intensity value as control and pseudo-
parallel sentences produced by dependency parsing as references to
revise sentences.

3 Method
We assume the set of all inputs in our model is Dv =
{(x1, v1), . . . , (xn, vn)}, where xi is a sentence, and vi ∈ V is the
sentiment intensity of xi. The values of V are fine-grained senti-
ments ranging from 1 to 5. We define the sentences with sentiment
values larger than 3 as positive, equal to 3 as neutral and the rest as
negative. The goal of this task is to generate a new sentence y for
an input x. The sentiment value of x is vsrc, (x, vsrc) ∈ D. The
generated sentence y should satisfy the requirement of keeping the
content similar to x and its sentiment value is the same as the target
sentiment vtgt ∈ V . An overview of our system is depicted in Figure
1. The top part is the dependency parsing module. It employs depen-
dency parsing to find context words that have specific dependencies
with sentiment words in sentences. The bottom part is the transfer
module. The main framework here is a traditional encoder-decoder
network trained with pairs of (x, vsrc) as input to generate a sentence
that minimizes a set of constraints.

3.1 Extraction
To analyze the dependencies between sentiment words and con-
text words, we first need to extract sentiment words that have
strong power of sentiment polarity. We just consider to extract sen-
timent words on sentiment polarity. Assuming all the input sen-
tences on sentiment polarity is Dr = {(x1, r1), . . . , (xn, rn)},
ri ∈ {positive, negative}. An input sentence x is composed of
N-words u = {u1, . . . , ui, . . . , un}, and the sentiment polarity of x
is r. The way in Li et al. [14] is adopted to extract sentiment words
in x, it computes the relative frequency of ui as,

f(ui, r) =
(count(ui, Dr) + λ)

(
∑

r′∈{positive,negative},r′ 6=r
count(ui, Dr′)) + λ

(1)
where count(ui, Dr) is the times of ui appears in Dr and λ is

the smoothing parameter. If the relative frequency f(ui, r) of ui is
larger than threshold γ, then ui is considered as a sentiment word of
x. We define α(x, vsrc) to be all of the sentiment words in x.

3.2 Dependency Parsing
After the extraction of sentiment words, we perform dependency
parsing in the sentence x to find the context words corresponding
to the sentiment words. Dependent syntax expresses the entire sen-
tence structure through the dependencies between each word. These
dependencies constitute a dependent syntax tree whose root node is
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Figure 1. Framework of our proposed method. Our approach contains two parts: transfer module and pseudo-parallel module which consists of dependency
parsing and pseudo-parallel production. The dependency parsing contains two steps: (1) extract the sentiment words of an input sentence (2) analyze

dependencies between words in the input to find the context words for specific sentiment words. In the pseudo-parallel production, the scorer is used to find the
best sentiment words according to the target sentiment to replace the originals, and then we can get the pseudo-parallel sentence x

′
. The bottom part is the

transfer module based on an encoder-decoder network. It modifies an input sentence x to a new one y under the target sentiment vtgt.

the core predicate of the sentence. According to the dependencies in
the syntax tree, we can find two words with specific grammatical re-
lations in the sentence, which are usually not adjacent. As shown in
the top part of Figure 1, each arrow denotes a dependency. The arrow
points to the governed object, and the starting point of the arrow is
the dependent object. To decide which word has specific dependency
with the sentiment word, we just consider several fixed dependencies
like nsubj (nominal subject), dobj (direct object), amod (adjectival
modifier), etc. For example, the word “food” in sentence “the food
tastes delicious” is the word we want to find that has certain depen-
dency with sentiment word “delicious” instead of word “tastes” or
others. The word “food“ is the nominal subject of the sentiment word
“delicious”.

Input the best part, exceptional service and prices can not be beat!

(x′, 1) the worst part, dreadful service and prices can not be beat!

(x′, 2) the frustrating part, lousy service and prices can not be beat!

(x′, 3) the hot part, fine service and prices can not be beat!

(x′, 4) the best part, exceptional service and prices can not be beat!

(x′, 5) the gorgeous part, wonderful service and prices can not be beat!

Table 1. Five pairs of pseudo-parallel sentences. The first line is the input
sentence and other lines are pseudo-parallel sentences on five sentiment
intensity values. The forth line is the same as the first line because the

sentiment value of the input sentence is 4.

Assuming a is a sentiment word in x, a ∈ α(x, vsrc), o is de-
clared as the context word of a if o has a certain dependency de-
scribed above with a. In this part, we do not need to consider senti-
ment intensity. We extract all the sentiment words in α(o, r) whose
context word is o on the r(r ∈ (positive, negative)) corpus. For
example, positive sentences “the food tastes delicious” and “the food
tastes wonderful” describe the same context word “food”. The senti-
ment words “delicious” and “wonderful” then are saved with “food”.
Dependencies between sentiment words and corresponding context
words are used to assist in producing pseudo-parallel sentences,
which will be described in the following sections.

3.3 Replace
Pseudo-parallel sentences are a pair of sentences that have the same
semantic content but different sentiment values as shown in Table 1.
The way of constructing pseudo-parallel sentences is to replace each
sentiment word of source text with another optimal sentiment word.
As mentioned above, a sentiment word has close dependency with its
context word, so all the sentiment words of the context word can be
candidates for replacement. Given an input (x, vsrc), a is a sentiment
word of x, a ∈ α(x, vsrc), o is the context word of a. There are k
candidate words in α(o, r) to replace a. The best candidate (ctgt)
which minimizes the score will be used to replace a under the target
sentiment vtgt.

ctgt = argminc{S(a, c)|c ∈ candidatek(a)} (2)

where S(∗) is a weighted scorer function and candidatek(a) is
all the candidates of sentiment word a. Function S(∗) measures can-
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didates from different aspects, it mainly considers two factors in
our setting: (a) how the candidate word satisfies the target sentiment
value vtgt, (b) how similar with a the candidate word is. We use two
ways to measure them, as follows:

Sentiment difference: Sentiment difference measures the differ-
ence between the sentiment value of candidate word (c) and the target
value vtgt. How to compute the sentiment value of c is a key problem
as it is unknown. Inspired by sentiWordNet [1], we use the average
sentiments of texts which contain the word c to represent the senti-
ment of c.

vc =

∑
(x∈D,c∈x)

vsrc

num(
∑

(x∈D,c∈x)
vsrc)

(3)

where x is an input, x ∈ D, vsrc is the sentiment of
x, num(

∑
(x∈D,c∈x)

vsrc) is the text numbers of c appears in D.
Then, sentiment difference is computed as follow,

rd(v
c, vtgt) = |vc − vtgt| (4)

Similarity: Similarity indicates how similar the sentiment word
(a) and candidate (c) are. As observed that all candidates can re-
place a, but some candidates do not match the context. For example,
the sentiment word “delicious” on the text “the food is delicious” is
more likely to be replaced by “awesome” than “love”. Therefore, we
should find a similar word with a to replace according to:

rs(a, c) = wordsim(a, c) (5)

where wordsim(a, c) is a cosine similarity based on word em-
bedding between embedding vector of a and c.

The scorer function S(∗) is composed of all the measures above:

S(a, c) = βdrd(v
c, vtgt) + βsrs(a, c) (6)

where βd and βs are weight parameters. The pseudo-parallel sen-
tences constructing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-parallel sentence producing method based on
dependency parsing.
Input: a sentence x with sentiment label vsrc, the target sentiment
vtgt, context-sentiment words table T = {o1 : (a11, a12, ...), o2 :
(a21, a22, ...), ...}.

1: Extract sentiment words A = {a1, a2, ...} in x based on Eq. 1
2: Analyze dependencies R = {(r1, w1, w11), (r2, w2, w21), ...}

between words in x
3: for each a in A do
4: Find the non-sentiment word o that has special dependency

with a in R
5: Retrieve o in table T and get all candidate words Co =
{c1, c2, ...} of a

6: Update table T with o and a
7: Compute sentiment value of each word in Co based on Eq. 3
8: Compute sentiment difference between sentiment value of

each word in Co and vtgt based on Eq. 4
9: Compute similarity between each word inCo and a based on

Eq. 5
10: Use scorer function find the best word c in Co based on Eq.

6
11: Replace a with c to obtain the pseudo-parallel sentence x

′

whose sentiment is vtgt of x
12: end for

3.4 Training

Our model mainly employs the encoder-decoder framework, a nat-
ural language text with sentiment label is as an input to the model.
The encoder learns to encode the sentence into a hidden represen-
tation and the decoder learns to generate sentence under the repre-
sentation. However, the sentence generated by the decoder is a new
text that similar to the input, the decoder is not able to add senti-
ments to it. Therefore, we apply a sentiment control and some con-
straints to our model. The sentiment control is an embedding of tar-
get sentiment value, it is concatenated with the hidden representation
as the input to the decoder. The constraints are a set of losses to
enhance the abilities of content preservation and sentiment transfer
for the model. We introduce a classifier to predict sentiment values
of generated sentences. We denote the encoder-decoder framework
by G = (Genc, Gdec) and the classifier by C. We consider these
four types of losses as follows. The reconstruction loss and back-
translation loss are employed to preserve the content of the sentences.
In addition, to keep content unchanged, the reference loss also helps
to revise the sentiments.

Reconstruction loss: Reconstruction loss denotes the error of re-
constructing input x. Assuming zx = Genc(x) is the hidden repre-
sentation of x. vsrc is the sentiment value of x. The decoder gen-
erates sentence x ≈ PG(.|zx, vsrc) conditioned on zx, vsrc. The
reconstruction loss is computed as:

Lrec = − logPG(x|zx, vsrc) (7)

Back-translation loss: Let y = Gdec(x, v
tgt) be the gener-

ating sentence of x on the target sentiment vtgt, zy = Genc(y)
is the hidden representation of y. The decoder generates sentence
x ≈ PG(.|zy, vsrc) conditioned on zy, vsrc. Back-translation loss is
the error of translating y into x, it is indicated as:

Lbt(x, v) = − logPG(x|zy, vsrc) (8)

Classification loss: The classifier is used to predict the sentiment
value of a text. To ensure the sentiment value of generating sentence
y matches the target sentiment vtgt, classification loss is used as a
feedback to guide the model. The classifier predicts the sentiment
value vy = PC(.|zy) of y.

Lc(v
y, vtgt) = − logPC(v

tgt|zy) (9)

Reference loss: The reference loss is the error of y and the
Pseudo-Parallel Sentence xtgt of x on target sentiment.

Lr(x, x
tgt) = − logP (x′|y) (10)

In training, the classifier is trained with sentences and correspond-
ing sentiment labels as input and predicted sentiment as output. Sen-
tence is first encoded into a latent representation through the Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) based encoder and then as the input to the tra-
ditional multi-classifier. After multiple iterations of batches inputs,
the classifier is trained to minimize the loss and then is added to the
encoder-decoder framework. The encoder-decoder network is trained
with source text x, target sentiment vtgt as input and pseudo-parallel
sentence xtgt as reference, and new sentence y as output by mini-
mizing:

L = λ1Lrec + λ2Lbt + λ3Lc + λ4Lr (11)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are hyper-parameters.
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4 Experiments
We perform the experiments on two tasks: fine-grained sentiment
transfer and sentiment polarity transfer. On fine-grained sentiment
transfer, the sentiment of the source text should be transferred to a
target numeric value in 1,2,3,4,5. Sentiment polarity transfer mainly
changes the source text to a new sentence with the opposite sentiment
(positive or negative). We apply automatic and human evaluations to
compare our approach with previous works on these two tasks.

4.1 Dataset
For all the experiments, the dataset we use is the Yelp reviews from
Liao et al. [16]. We use a more recent version of Stanford CoreNLP
than Liao et al. [16] which leads to a little different distribution, how-
ever, our sentiment intensity is more accurate. After processing, our
dataset has about 600K sentences in total, among them 50K as the
test set, 10K as the validation set and the rest as the training set. The
data distribution is shown in Table 2.

sentiment interval [1,2) [2,3) [3,4) [4,5)

sentence num 34576 233916 166566 169196

Table 2. Numbers of Sentences in each sentiment interval.

4.2 Model Setup
For all tasks, the encoder we use is 2 layers bidirectional GRU with
250 dimensions hidden state. The decoder is also 2 layers of bidirec-
tional GRU with attention mechanism, its dimension of hidden state
is set to 500. The output of the encoder also called hidden representa-
tion concatenated with the target sentiment embedding is as input to
the decoder. The dimensions of sentiment embeddings are 128. En-
coder (GRU) with dimension hidden size 200 and MLP with dimen-
sion hidden size 100 constitute the classifier. The weights (βd, βs) of
sentiment difference and similarity are respectively set to 1 and 0.5.
For the weights (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) of the four losses, we tune them on
the validation data with different values, and finally they are respec-
tively set to 0.7, 0.2, 0.3, 0.7.

4.3 Comparative Methods
We compare our model with two state-of-the-art models, one of
which is specifically designed for the task of fine-grained sentiment
transfer and the other is mainly for the binary sentiment polarity
transfer.

Sequence Editing under Quantifiable Guidance (QuaSE) (Liao
et al. [16]): QuaSE first proposes the task of quantifiable sentiment
transfer, it uses two encoders to capture content and sentiment, one
decoder to generate text satisfied the requirement. To better disentan-
gle the two factors, QuaSE uses pseudo-parallel sentences to enhance
the model. In the test stage, QuaSE assumes the sentiment of an in-
put follows a Gaussian distribution, then chooses the best one in the
distribution to pass to the decoder. We use QuaSE as the comparative
method for the task of fine-grained sentiment transfer and follow the
default parameters in their codes.

Text Transfer Text by Cross-Alignment (TCA) (Shen et al.
[24]): TCA maps an input sentence to a style-independent content
representation and pass it to style-dependent decoders. It employs
aligned auto-encoder instead of typical variational autoencoder to

obtain two distributed constraints by the cross-aligned way and two
discriminators to modify sentences. We use TCA for the sentiment
polarity transfer experiment following its suggested parameters.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

There are many evaluation metrics for the task of sentiment polarity
transfer, which can also be used for the task of fine-grained sentiment
transfer. Due to the lack of parallel corpora, we choose the opportune
metrics for our task, as follows.

BLEU: BLEU[21] was originally used to measure the similarity
between machine translation text and reference text. The value of
BLEU ranges from 0 to 1, we expand it to 0 to 100 as usually done
in previous works. With the appearance of text style transfer, BLEU
is also used for this task. But there is no reference text, so we calcu-
late the BLEU value between source text and generation text, which
evaluates the content preservation.

Edit Distance: In the fields of information theory, linguistics, and
computer science, edit distance is used to measure the similarity of
two sequences. In general, the edit distance refers to the minimum
number of single-character editing required to convert one word w1

to another word w2.
MAE: MAE, also known as Mean Absolute Error. In this task, we

use MAE to measure the mean error between the target sentiment
value and the sentiment of generation sentence.

MAE =
1

|s|
∑
xi∈s

|vi − vtgt| (12)

where s is the set of generated sentences, vi is the sentiment value
of sentence xi ∈ s predicted by Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al.
[19]).

4.5 Automatic Evaluation

In the fine-grained sentiment transfer experiment, our model is com-
pared with QuaSE. Each input sentence is required to be converted to
five sentences whose sentiment values respectively satisfy the target
values 1,2,3,4 and 5. The training data in QuaSE is specially pro-
cessed, so QuaSE still uses its own training data, and its test data is
the same as ours. We perform the MAE evaluation between the target
sentiment and the sentiment intensity of the generation sentence, and
evaluate the edit distance and BLEU between the generation sentence
and the input sentence. The results are shown in Table 3 and all the
results are the average values for the whole dataset. “Original” refers
to use original sentences to compute the evaluation metrics.

The MAE values of our model and QuaSE are smaller than “Orig-
inal”, it demonstrates that we both have the ability to revise senti-
ments of texts. Moreover, the MAE values on the five sentiment in-
tensity values of our model are smaller than QuaSE, the main reason
is that we use the error between the pseudo-parallel sentences and
the generated sentences and the classifier to provide effect and richer
feedback to the decoder. The feedback guides the model to better
generate sentences that satisfy a target sentiment. In contrast, QuaSE
employs a Gaussian distribution on sentiment factor, which is not so
precise. Besides, all the edit distances and the BLEU values of our
model are better than QuaSE. QuaSE respectively learns content and
sentiment representation disentangled from an input sentence, but it
is hard to completely separate them and may cause partial loss of
content. However, we do not learn the disentangled representation
but apply some constraints to keep content unchanged.
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Models
MAE Edit Distance BLEU

T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4 T=5 T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4 T=5 T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4 T=5

Original 2.13 1.15 0.81 1.00 1.87 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

QuaSE 1.29 0.57 0.77 0.67 1.19 11.88 8.78 8.36 8.13 11.58 6.26 24.55 24.63 30.21 8.23

Our Model 0.47 0.38 0.23 0.41 0.56 6.88 6.58 6.30 5.49 7.24 18.93 30.73 25.96 31.86 26.42

Table 3. Automatic evaluation results of fine-grained sentiment transfer experiment. T refers to the target sentiment. MAE measures mean error between the
target sentiment and the sentiment of the output. BLEU and Edit distance measure content similarity between the output and the source sentence.

In the sentiment polarity transfer experiments, QuaSE and TCA
are used as the comparison models. We use Sentiment accuracy and
BLEU as the measurement metrics. As mentioned in section 3, we
define the sentences with sentiment values larger than 3 are posi-
tive, smaller than 3 are negative. The results are shown in Table 4,
we perform a sentiment accuracy value on transferring negative to
positive, and vice versa. The accuracy values in both directions and
the BLEU value of our model are larger than TCA. Moreover, our
model has a smaller accuracy value on negative to positive but larger
accuracy value on positive to negative compared to QuaSE. In gen-
eral, our model achieves the best average accuracy value and BLEU
value. It demonstrates that our model can better revise sentiments of
sentences while preserving more content.

Neg. to Pos. Pos. to Neg. Avg. accuracy BLEU

TCA 73.80% 69.12% 71.46% 13.55

QuaSE 89.81% 76.93% 83.36% 9.18

Our model 85.37% 83.36% 84.36% 29.21

Table 4. Automatic evaluation results of sentiment polarity transfer
experiment.

4.6 Human Evaluation
In this part, we hire three workers to manually evaluate the quality of
200 generated sentences that are randomly picked from each of our
model and the two competitive models. We use the “content preser-
vation” to measure the content integrity of sentences and “fluency”
to measure grammatical fluency of sentences. The scores of “con-
tent preservation” range from 0 to 3 (score 0 means not preserved,
1 means little preserved, 2 means partially preserved, 3 means fully
preserved), the scores of “fluency” range from 1 to 4 (score 1 means
poor grammar, 4 means fluent grammar).

The result is shown in Table 5. For the “content preservation” met-
ric, our model achieves the highest score, the main reason is that our
model does not learn the disentangled latent representation as used
in QuaSE since the disentangled representation misses some content
information more or less. For the “fluency” metric, the score of our
model is also better than QuaSE and TCA. It may comes from that
our pseudo-parallel sentences keep the most grammatical structure of
the original sentence. This feature also devotes to generating fluent
sentences.

4.7 Case Study
To directly present the effects of our model on fine-grained sentiment
transfer, some examples generated by our model are displayed in Ta-

Content Preservation Fluency

(Range:[0,3]) (Range:[1,4])

TCA 1.41 2.58

QuaSE 1.37 2.14

Our model 1.86 2.88

Table 5. Human evaluation results for three models on content
preservation and fluency.

ble 6. Each sentence is revised to five sentences, and the sentiment
values of them are in 1,2,3,4,5. The generated sentence on T=2 in
the first example is the same as the input sentence due to the original
sentiment label is 2. Similarly, the second example on T=3 and the
third example on T=4 are the same as the input sentences. For the
first example, when T=1, “sloppy” and “over-priced” are changed to
more negative phrase ”worst” and the generated sentence on T=3 ex-
presses neutral sentiment. Moreover, when T=4 and 5, the original
sentence is revised to positive sentences that opposite to the input
and “wonderful”, “actually excellent” on T=5 express strong posi-
tive sentiment. For the second example, the input sentence is a neu-
tral sentence that describes “seafood”. When T=1 and 2, the original
sentence is revised to express negative sentiment and the generated
sentences on T=4 and 5 express positive sentiments. Although, the
generated sentences on T=1, 2 and 5 do not describe “seafood”, they
describe “cake”, “beef” and “steak” that are similar to “seafood”.
These indicate that our model is able to preserve most of the content
and revise the words which have the strong polarity of sentiment in a
sentence. In some examples, like the third example on T=2 and T=5,
there have some problems of unacceptable sentences and duplicates
in word-level, it reminds that we need to reduce this problem.

4.8 Ablation Study
We introduce a classifier and the other three constraints to guide the
encoder-decoder to modify sentences . To show the effects of the
three losses, we perform ablation study under the MAE and BLEU
metrics. We remove the three losses separately and keep the others
unchanged. The results are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. The first
line in each table is the sentiment intensity value. In the experiments,
we just consider the values of 1, 3 and 5. The second line in each table
shows the MAE/BLEU values of QuaSE in table 3 that are used for
comparison. The following three lines show the MAE/BLEU values
under the omission of reference loss, reconstruction loss and back-
translation loss. The last line shows the MAE/BLEU values of all the
losses.
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Generated Sentence

E.g. 1 the burger was sloppy and the food was over-priced. (input sentiment is 2)
T=1 the burger was worst and the sauce food was worst!
T=2 the burger was sloppy and the food was over-priced.
T=3 the burger was extra and let packaged extra dogs they receive dogs.
T=4 the burger was phenomenal and prompt service over it.
T=5 the burger was wonderful and the food was actually excellent.

E.g. 2 it was appropriately spicy, flavorful, and the seafood was not overcooked. (input sentiment is 3)
T=1 it was flavorless spicy, flavorful, and the cake was worst breakfast.
T=2 it was pretty bland spicy, especially, the beef was better!
T=3 it was appropriately spicy, flavorful, and the seafood was not overcooked.
T=4 it was great spicy, flavorful, and the great seafood, and great tasting.
T=5 it was wonderful spicy, wonderful, and the wonderful steak.

E.g. 3 moist bread, fresh ingredients, great flavor. (input sentiment is 4)
T=1 waste mix, waste ingredients, waste flavor.
T=2 bland, the bland ingredients, lousy flavor!
T=3 had bread, had plenty of flavor.
T=4 moist bread, fresh ingredients, great flavor.
T=5 wonderful & fresh ingredients, ingredients, great flavor.

Table 6. Sentences examples generated by our model on each target sentiment.

According to the result in Table 8, the MAE values of “None” are
smaller than “Original” in Table 3. It demonstrates that the decoder
with the assist of the classifier is able to revise the sentiment inten-
sity of sentences. The MAE values of removing each loss are smaller
than QuaSE, this means each loss we add to the model makes a con-
tribution to revise sentiments. The average improvements in remov-
ing each loss compared to “None” are 26.67%, 13.66%, and 19%.
The average decreases in removing each loss compared to “ALL” are
31.33%, 44.33%, and 39%. These demonstrate that each loss makes
a certain contribution to sentiment modification. In Table 7, the aver-
age decreases in removing each loss compared to “ALL” are 57.67%,
21.13%, and 22.40%. It shows that each loss is helpful for content
preservation especially the reference loss. Moreover, the MAE and
BLEU values of “ALL” are the best in all the sentiment values. It
shows that the combination of the three losses is effective to enhance
the ability to modify sentiments of our model.

T=1 T=3 T=5

QuaSE 6.26 24.63 8.23

None 8.11 10.03 12.32

Lrec, Lbt 12.04 20.17 21.80

Lr , Lbt 15.68 23.71 25.58

Lr , Lrec 19.21 24.28 21.10

ALL 18.93 25.96 26.42

Table 7. Ablation study on BLEU metric.

5 Conclusions
In this work, we focus on the task of fine-grained sentiment trans-
fer that requires to edit sentence on given numeric sentiment values

T=1 T=3 T=5

QuaSE 1.29 0.77 1.19

None 1.38 0.53 1.09

Lrec, Lbt 0.77 0.44 0.99

Lr , Lbt 1.26 0.41 0.92

Lr , Lrec 1.07 0.32 1.04

ALL 0.47 0.23 0.56

Table 8. Ablation study on MAE metric.

while keeping content unchanged. We propose a novel method based
on dependency parsing without learning disentangled representation
as usually worked in the previous works. We produce pseudo-parallel
sentences through dependency parsing and employ a set of losses
to give richer signals to enhance the model. Automatic and human
evaluations of experiments on the Yelp reviews demonstrate that our
model substantially outperforms the compared models. In the future,
we intend to expand our work on more attributes not only sentiment
and long text transfer.
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